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Single domain magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been a vivid subject of intense research for the last fifty years. Preparation of magnetic nanoparticles and nanostructures has been achieved by both bottom-up and top-down approaches. Single domain MNPs show Néel-Brown-like relaxation. The Stoner-Wohlfarth model describes the angular dependence of the switching of the magnetization of a single domain particle in applied magnetic fields. By varying the spacing between the particles, the inter-particle interactions can be tuned. This leads to various supermagnetic states such as superparamagnetism, superspin glass, and superferromagnetism. Recently, the study of the magnetization dynamics of such single domain MNPs has attracted particular attention, and observations of various collective spin wave modes in patterned nanomagnet arrays have opened new avenues for on-chip microwave communications. MNPs have the potential for various other applications such as future recording media and in medicine. We will discuss the various aspects involved in the research on MNPs.

1. Introduction

Modern technologies aided the invention of various new magnetic materials, synthetic structures, micro- and nanostructures, and metamaterials. Magnetism has come a long way and found applications in a range of multidisciplinary fields in present and future nanotechnologies like nonvolatile magnetic memory [1], magnetic storage media [2], magnetic recording heads [3], magnetic resonance imaging [4], and in biomedicine and health science [5]. Emerging technologies such as spin logic [6,7], spin torque nano-oscillators (STNOs) [8], and magnonic crystals [9] have also become very active.

The new technologies demand the invention of new material properties, which requires structuring of known materials in all three dimensions at various length scales and exploiting dynamical magnetic properties over various timescales. For various applications, exploration of a variety of new phenomena is required, and this ranges from slower processes such as domain wall and magnetic vortex dynamics to faster processes such as spin wave propagation and localization, ultrafast demagnetization, and relaxation. This introduces magnetic structures at various length scales such as nanodots, micromagnets, magnetic nanowires, and nanostripes. Here, we shall review the experimental and numerical studies of properties of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) together with their leading preparation techniques.

Research on MNPs has been a vivid research subject over the last few decades not only for technological reasons, but also from the fundamental research point of view. The field of MNPs has been an interdisciplinary subject, where researchers from physics, chemistry, and biology put equal interest in synthesizing, understanding, and moving
forward for various applications. In the last decade, thorough investigations have been made in the field of nanosized magnetic particles because of their potential for applications such as data storage, memory, magnonic crystals, permanent magnets, in biology, for example, improving the quality of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), hyperthermic treatment for malignant cells, site-specific drug delivery, and manipulating cell membranes [10, 11]. Frenkel and Dorfman [12] first predicted that a particle of a FM material is expected to consist of a single magnetic domain below a critical size. Kittel [13] made rough estimates of critical particle sizes. An approximate radius of 10–1000 nm is found for a spherical magnet. Therefore, these single domain magnetic nanoparticles are called “spins” or “macromagnons.” Usually, an ellipsoidal shape of the particles is assumed, where the magnetic moments have the tendency to align along the longest axis, which defines the direction of lowest “shape” anisotropy energy [14].

The critical radius \( r_c \) below which a particle acts as a single domain particle is given by [15]

\[
r_c \approx 9 \left( \frac{AK_u}{\mu_0 M_s^2} \right)^{1/2},
\]

where \( A \) is the exchange, \( K_u \) is the uniaxial anisotropy constant, \( \mu_0 \) is the vacuum permeability, and \( M_s \) is the saturation magnetization. Typical values for \( r_c \) are about 15 nm for Fe, 35 nm for Co, and 30 nm for \( \gamma \)-Fe \(_2\)O \(_3\), while for SmCo \(_5\) it is as large as 750 nm [16]. Depending on size and material, the magnetic moments of single domain particles can be \( 10^3–10^5 \mu_B \) [17].

There are various models for the magnetization reversal of single domain particles. A model for the coherent rotation of the magnetization was developed by Stoner and Wohlfarth [18]. They assumed noninteracting particles with uniaxial anisotropy in which the spins are parallel and rotate at unison.

In this paper, we highlight the state-of-the-art preparation techniques for MNPs, the magnetic states observed in ensembles of MNPs, and also some future applications of MNPs. In the beginning, we go through both bottom-up and top-down approaches for preparing magnetic nanoparticles and nanostructures. We also briefly discuss nanoparticle superlattices or supercrystals and templated self-organization of nanoparticles. Then, we review some of the magnetic ground states such as superparamagnetism, superparamagnetic, surface spin glass, and superferromagnetism in ensembles of MNPs. Further, we will discuss the recent progress in femtosecond magnetization dynamics in nanomagnets, particularly the ultrafast demagnetization, relaxation, precession of magnetization, and damping in single and arrays of nanomagnets. Later, the applications of magnetic nanoparticles in various fields, particularly in biology, will be highlighted. Finally, we discuss several major issues and challenges in this field of research.

2. Synthesis of Magnetic Nanoparticles

There are basically two types of approaches: (i) bottom-up and (ii) top-down approaches to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles and nanostructures.

There are several important issues of nanoparticle synthesis [19] such as (i) obtaining a monodisperse particle size distribution; (ii) control of the particle size in a reproducible manner; (iii) obtaining materials with satisfactory high crystallinity and the desired crystal structure; (iv) control over the shape of nanoparticles; (v) stability of the nanoparticles over long time.

Synthesis of MNPs by chemical methods has been widely used in the last few decades because it is one of the cheapest ways of producing large quantities of the desired MNPs. In the chemical method, the particle size can be well controlled in the range from a few nanometers to micrometers. In chemical synthesis, a short burst of nucleation followed by slow controlled growth is critical to produce monodisperse particles [19].

Figure 1 shows the representative procedure for the preparation of MNPs by chemical synthesis. In the first part, the rapid injection of the reagents, often organometallic compounds, into hot surfactant solution induces the simultaneous formation of nuclei [20]. In the second part, reagents are mixed at low temperature and the resulting reaction mixtures are slowly heated in a controlled manner to generate nuclei. The particle growth occurs by subsequent addition of reactive species. The particle size can also be increased by aging at high temperature by Ostwald ripening, during which smaller nanoparticles dissolve and deposit at the bigger ones [19]. In chemical synthesis, the particle size can be controlled by systematically adjusting the various reaction parameters such as time, temperature, and concentration of reagents and stabilizing surfactants. Also during this process, organic reagents can be added, which will form a shell around the magnetic core, an option to avoid any agglomeration of MNPs.

Another important technique to synthesize MNPs is the microemulsion approach. In this technique, two immiscible liquids form a thermodynamic stable isotropic dispersion denominated microemulsion, where the microdomain of one or both liquids is stabilized by an interfacial film of surfactant molecules [21]. Various magnetic nanoparticles have been prepared by the microemulsion technique, some bodies of literature about which are given by references of Lu et al. [21]. Details of various approaches of chemical synthesis of MNPs are described in various recent articles [19, 21–26].

Sun et al. [27] synthesized FePt nanoparticles using a chemical method. FePt is a highly interesting alloy, since \( L_0 \)-ordering of FePt leads to the large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy \( (K_u \sim 7 \times 10^6 \text{J/m}^3) \), which is comparable to the values for rare earth-based permanent magnets. They successfully prepared monodisperse FePt nanoparticles via a reduction process. The MNPs were regularly aligned on the substrate. However, the nanoparticles still included the disordered phase: that is, the \( L_0 \)-ordering was not complete because of the limited annealing temperature. In addition, the improvement of hard magnetic properties is indispensable.
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**Figure 1:** The procedure for synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles by injecting reagents into the hot surfactant solution followed by aging and size-selection process. Reproduced with permission from Hyeon [19] © 2003, Royal Society of Chemistry.

For the applications. Following the above report by Sun et al. [27], many experiments on the preparation of L10-FePt nanoparticles have been carried out using similar solution processes [28–30]. Nanoparticles consisting of exchange-coupled nanocomposites were also fabricated by Zeng et al. [31]. A different chemical method was reported using nanospheres. Self-assembled nanospheres are utilized as a template for the preparation of nanoparticles [32, 33]. Albrecht et al. [32] formed a topographic pattern of the magnetic multilayer on spherical nanoparticles, where the nanostructures were both monodisperse and magnetically isolated. They found an unexpected switching behavior induced by their spherical shape.

The use of film growth via vapor deposition techniques is another method for self-assembly of nanoparticles. The Volmer-Weber (V-W) mode is a film growth giving an island-like morphology. This growth mode is achieved by selecting substrate material, layer thickness, and growth temperature adequately. Ernult et al. prepared self-aligned Fe nanoparticles on MgO employing a molecular beam epitaxy apparatus [34]. Figure 2 shows a typical scanning tunneling microscope image of Fe particles deposited on top of an MgO layer. They also observed a transition from a three-dimensional V-W type growth mode to a two-dimensional growth, when the layer thickness was increased. Such metallic nanoparticles on an insulating layer become an important component as a structure of electrode/insulating layer/nanoparticles. This allows the injection of an electrical current into the nanoparticles through the insulating layer, playing a major role in devices such as single electron transistors. Black et al. [35] reported the transport measurement performed in self-assembled Co particles. In the case of magnetic nanoparticles, spin-dependent single electron tunneling is expected [36], and Yakushiji et al. [37] found an enhancement of spin lifetime in MNPs.

A particulate film also provides us with an interesting change in the magnetization reversal behavior from the incoherent reversal mode such as domain wall motion to the coherent rotation mode. This change sometimes enhances hard magnetic properties such as coercivity ($H_c$). Shima et al. [38] deposited FePt on MgO at high substrate temperature. When the FePt layer thickness was reduced from 100 nm to 10 nm, the film morphology was drastically changed from a continuous state to the particulate one as shown in Figure 3. The formation of the particulate film significantly enhanced $H_c$ of FePt. They also achieved the huge $H_c = 105$ kOe at 4.2 K for the FePt particulate film [39]. Okamoto et al. [40] reported that the morphology change with the FePt thickness led to a change in the magnetization reversal process. Further granular films, in which the MNPs are embedded into a nonmagnetic matrix, can isolate the MNPs, which are suitable for next-generation ultrahigh density magnetic recording media.

There are several other methods to prepare MNPs via bottom-up approach such as electrochemical reactions [41], sol-gel processing [42], plasma or flame spraying synthesis [43], chemical vapor deposition [44], atomic or molecular condensation [20], sputtering and thermal evaporation [45], and bio-assisted synthesis [11]. The top-down approach via various types of lithography will be discussed in the next section of this paper.

**3. Magnetic Nanostructures by Lithography**

In contrast to the self-assembly of the bottom-up techniques, the top-down techniques employ the microfabrication processes such as lithographical patterning, liftoff, ion milling, or wet etching. The top-down techniques have advantages that we can accurately control the size and the shape of nanostructures, and it is easy to align the nanostructures as desired. However, high cost and slow manufacturing of the top-down techniques are drawbacks for the mass production. In addition, the size limitation of the nanostructure depends on the kind of lithography. If one uses an electron beam (EB) as a writer, that is, EB lithography, the size can be reduced down to a few tens of nanometer although it takes long time to make patterns. Photolithography saves the time for patterning owing to the large area exposure, while the
Figure 3: Transmission electron microscope images for FePt thin films with thicknesses of (a) 10 nm, (b) 15 nm, (c) 20 nm, (d) 45 nm, (e) 50 nm, and (f) 60 nm. Reproduced with permission from Shima et al. [38] © 2002, AIP Publishing LLC.

Figure 4 illustrates the steps for microfabrication processes using (a) etching or milling, and (b) liftoff. In the case of the etching process, a film is first deposited on a substrate. Then, a resist for lithographical patterning is spin-coated onto the film and a desired pattern of the resist is formed. Finally, the film is etched through the resist mask, and the desired pattern is obtained. Contrastingly, a resist is first spin-coated onto a substrate in the case of the lift-off process. After patterning the resist, a film is deposited on the substrate with the patterned resist. The thin film deposited on the region without resist finally remains after lifting the resist off from the substrate. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. For example, although the lift-off process is free from etching damage, the substrate surface is contaminated by the resist that can be suppressed in the etching process. There are many reports on the magnetic properties for nanostructured elements of NiFe, Fe, Co, and Co/Pt [47–50]. Such nanostructures showed the characteristic magnetization reversal behavior and magnetic domain structures. For example, Shinjo et al. [51] reported minimum size is mainly determined by the wavelength of the light source.

Figure 4: Schematic illustrations of the microfabrication processes (a) etching (milling) and (b) liftoff.
the first observation of magnetic vortex core in NiFe disks prepared using the top-down technique. The formation of the magnetic vortex is attributable to the balance between magnetic exchange energy and magnetostatic energy in a confined magnetic disk. The top-down techniques are also used to fabricate magnetic nanopillars and nanowires, which are key elements for future spintronic devices such as magnetic random access memories [52] and racetrack memories [53], respectively.

As well as the bottom-up technique, one can control the magnetization reversal mode in a magnetic nanostructure fabricated by the top-down technique. Figure 5 displays the atomic force microscope images and the scanning electron microscope image for $L1_0$-FePt dots with various diameters, which were fabricated through the use of EB lithography and Ar ion milling [46]. These images support that FePt was patterned into well-defined circular shapes even in the case of the diameter of 30 nm. As the dot diameter was reduced from 1 µm to 30 nm, the magnetization reversal mode was changed as in the case of $L1_0$-FePt nanoparticles prepared by the bottom-up technique. Figure 6 shows the magnetic field angular dependence of normalized $H_c$ for the perpendicularly magnetized $L1_0$-FePt dots with various dot diameters, where $\theta$ is the polar angle of the magnetic field and $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ correspond to the normal and parallel directions to the plane of the device. $H_c$ was normalized by the value of $H_c$ at $\theta = 0^\circ$. The magnetization reversal for the dots with a large diameter is governed by domain wall motion, where the angular dependence follows the relationship of $1/\cos\theta$. On the other hand, the $\theta$ dependence of normalized $H_c$ deviates from the tendency of $1/\cos\theta$ with decreasing dot diameter, and the local minimum of $H_c$ appears around $\theta = 45^\circ$. This implies that the magnetization reversal for dots with a small diameter occurs through the incoherent magnetization rotation. A detailed analysis of magnetization reversal was also carried out for a single FePt dot using the anomalous Hall effect [54]. In addition, the nucleation phenomenon of the reversed magnetic domains was discussed using microfabricated FePt dots [55]. Consequently, nanostructures fabricated by the top-down technique are useful for doing systematic investigations of the magnetization reversal behavior and magnetic domain

Figure 5: Atomic force microscope images for the $L1_0$-FePt circular dots with diameters ($D$) of (a) 500 nm, (b) 100 nm, and (c) 30 nm and (d) a scanning electron microscope image for $D = 30$ nm. Reproduced with permission from Seki et al. [46] © 2011, IOP Publishing.
Figure 6: Magnetic field angular dependence of normalized coercivity ($H_c$) for $L_1_0$-FePt dots with diameters of 1μm (solid squares), 500 nm (open triangles), 100 nm (solid triangles), 50 nm (open circles), and 30 nm (solid circles). The dashed line denotes $1/\cos \theta$, whereas the dashed-dotted line denotes the Stoner-Wohlfarth-type coherent rotation.

Figure 7: Scanning electron microscopy image of a 3-dimensional assembly of iron oxide nanoparticles with 20 nm diameter on a Si substrate [62].

4. Nanoparticle Superlattices or Supracrystals

A particularly exciting novel approach in NP research is to fabricate and to study self-organized assemblies of MNPs [56–58]. They constitute an analog to conventional crystalline materials because atoms are replaced by MNPs and spins are replaced by superspins. Instead of an atomic crystal, one rather speaks of so-called MNP "supracrystals" or "superlattices" [58, 59]. Such systems thus represent a new class of materials, where their properties are determined, on the one hand, by the properties of the individual MNPs as their building blocks and, on the other hand, by the mutual interactions. Therefore, interesting behavior and novel applications can be expected from the controlled tuning of individual and collective properties of the superlattices.

NP superlattices can be fabricated by various techniques. Basically one has to distinguish four different classes of methods, namely, as follows.

(i) Physical vapor deposition methods: they include, for example, thermal vapor deposition or sputtering. In this case, the MNPs of magnetic metals such as Co$_{80}$Fe$_{20}$ are formed spontaneously during deposition by nonwetting Volmer-Weber-type growth onto a suitable substrate material like SiO$_2$ and Al$_2$O$_3$. The advantage is a completely "organics-free" procedure; however, the order of self-organization of these discontinuous metal-insulator multilayers (DMIMs) is usually relatively weak and the shape of the MNPs is not well controllable [60, 61].

(ii) MNPs from the gas phase: here, MNPs are formed, for example, by nucleation and growth from a supersaturated vapor. In a subsequent step, the MNPs are "landed" onto a substrate [63, 64]. Advantages are the ability to form spherical MNPs from many different materials with relatively well-controllable diameters. However, also here, the order of self-organization once deposited is relatively poor.

(iii) Chemically prepared MNPs: in this case, the MNPs are synthesized by chemical processes and are dispersed in a solvent. Self-assembly onto a substrate then occurs by involving colloidal ordering processes during evaporation of the solvent [21, 56–58, 62, 65]. In this case, superlattices of excellent quality can be prepared. Figure 7 shows an example of a 3-dimensional assembly of 20 nm iron oxide MNPs [62].

This third class of methods, one could call it "colloidal self-assembly techniques", comprises a large number of various approaches. To mention only a few examples there are [66, 67] the following.

(i) “Drop-casting,” namely, applying a droplet of the MNP dispersion onto a substrate and letting the solvent evaporate [68]. This method often produces very thick 3-dimensional superlattices of relatively high quality. However, the thickness of the MNP film varies significantly over the substrate surface and basically no control of the self-assembly process is possible.

(ii) “Spin-coating” or rotation-coating, which is similar to coating a substrate with photosensitive or electron-beam sensitive resist in nanolithography. This produces films of very good homogeneity. Even sub-monolayer MNP films are possible by this approach.
5. Superparamagnetism

Small enough FM particles will be single domain, since the energy cost of domain wall formation outweighs any saving of demagnetizing energy. In these single domain FM particles, the magnetization is often considered to lie parallel or antiparallel to a particular direction called the easy axis. This can be due to different anisotropy contributions, for example, magnetocrystalline, shape, strain, and surface anisotropies [77]. Let us consider an assembly of uniaxial single domain particles, each with an anisotropy energy density $E = KV \sin^2 \theta$. For a particle, the energy barrier $\Delta E_B = KV$ separates the two energy minima at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$ corresponding to the magnetization parallel or antiparallel to the easy axis as shown in Figure 9. Néel pointed out [78] that for small enough single domain particles $KV$ may become so small that energy fluctuations can overcome the anisotropy energy and spontaneously reverse the magnetization of a particle from one easy direction to the other, even in the absence of an applied field. In the limit $k_B T \gg KV$, the particle can be considered freely fluctuating ($k_B = $ Boltzmann’s constant). A FM nanoparticle is defined as superparamagnetic (SPM), when the energy barrier, $E_B$, for a magnetization reversal is comparable to the thermal energy, $k_B T$. This behavior has been discussed in the literature also under several other names, including “apparent paramagnetism” [79], “collective paramagnetism” [80], “quasiparamagnetism” [81], and “subdomain behavior” [82]. This is the isotropic SPM limit. The direction of the superspin or macrospin fluctuates with a frequency $f$ or a characteristic relaxation time, $\tau = (2\pi f)^{-1}$. The Néel-Brown expression [78, 83] for the relaxation time is given by

$$\tau = \tau_0 \exp\left(\frac{KV}{k_B T}\right),$$

(2)

where $\tau_0 \sim 10^{-10}$ s is the inverse angular attempt frequency. The fluctuations thus slow down ($\tau$ increases) as the sample is cooled to lower temperatures. The system appears static when the SPM relaxation time $\tau$ becomes much longer than the experimental measuring time $\tau_m$. Only if $\tau$ is shorter compared to $\tau_m$, one may observe an average value of the magnetization. When this SPM relaxation time $\tau$ becomes comparable to $\tau_m$, the particle is said to be blocked. The magnetic behavior of the particle is characterized by the so-called “blocking” temperature, $T_b$, below which the particle moments appear frozen on the time scale of the measurement, $\tau_m \approx \tau$. Inverting (2), one obtains

$$T_b \approx \frac{KV}{k_B \ln \left(\tau_m/\tau_0\right)}.$$  

(3)

Equation (3) is valid for individual particles or a system of noninteracting particles with the same size and anisotropy. If the particles are not monodisperse, the distribution of
particle sizes results in a distribution of blocking temperatures. The experimental measuring time $\tau_m$ is different from one measurement technique to another. For example, $\tau_m$ is in the range $10^{-12} - 10^{-10}$ s for inelastic neutron scattering and time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurement, $10^{-10} - 10^{-7}$ s for Mössbauer spectroscopy (comparable to the decay time of the nuclear Mössbauer transition), and $10^{-7} - 10^{-5}$ s for $\mu$SR (a measurable fraction of muons lives for up to $\sim 10 \tau_\mu$, where $\tau_\mu = 2.2 \mu$s is the average muon lifetime), while ac susceptibility typically probes $10^{-1} - 10^{-5}$ s. Therefore, it should be noted that for a specific sample the blocking temperature is not uniquely defined, but for each applied experimental technique a related blocking temperature must be defined. Brown [84] has shown that $\tau_0$ depends on the material parameters (size and anisotropies), field, and even on temperature. From (3), it is clear that $\tau$ depends on $V$ and $T$ so that by varying the volume of the particles or the measurement temperature, $\tau$ can be in the order from $10^{-9}$ s to several years (Figure 9).

It should be noted that the SPM blocking phenomena can be observed in ensembles of MNPs with negligible or very weak interparticle interactions. However, interactions can affect the inter-particle magnetic states such as superspin glass and superferromagnetism, which will be discussed in the next two sections.

6. Superspin Glass and Surface Spin Glass

Spin glasses (SG) belong to the most prominent disordered systems in solid state magnetism and have thoroughly been investigated for decades [85]. With a few quite general ingredients such as site disorder and frustrated interaction they generate an amazing wealth of properties. They culminate in the definition of the SG order parameter, which sharply contrasts to that of ferro- or antiferromagnets but meaningfully describes the random distribution of frozen spin orientations [86]. An often studied example is the disordered alloy Cu$_{1-x}$Mn$_x$ with $x \ll 1$ [87], whose random Mn spin distribution and oscillating indirect RKKY exchange interaction provides the key ingredients of glassiness.

Analogously to the SG state of dilute spins in bulk materials, a collective glassy magnetic state can also occur in ensembles of single domain NPs in which the inter-particle interaction is nonnegligible. Under the condition of a nonvanishing NP magnetization ("superspin"), ($\mathbf{S}$) $\neq$ 0, being interpreted either by that of a finite-size ferromagnet or by the ground state of a magnetic macromolecule, superspin glass (SSG) states have been considered, for example, in frozen ferrofluids [88] or discontinuous metal-insulator multilayers (DMIMs) [75]. From the beginning, the crucial ingredients—spatial randomness and frustration—were evident when accepting magnetic dipolar interaction to prevail between the superspins. Similar arguments as in classic dipolar glasses [89] were accepted by most researchers with very few exceptions [90].

Figure 10 shows some of the key signatures of a typical DMIM SSG, namely, $[\text{Co}_{80}\text{Fe}_{20}(t_c = 0.9 \text{ nm})/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(3 \text{ nm})]_{10}$ [91]. The typical low-$T$ shift of the peak temperature $T_m$ of the broad glassy susceptibility response under decreasing frequencies $10^{-2} \leq f \leq 10^2$ Hz is shown in Figure 10(a). The dominating relaxation time $\tau = (2\pi f)^{-1}$ turns out to obey a critical power law,

$$\tau = \tau^* \left( \frac{T_m}{T_g} - 1 \right)^{-z\nu},$$

with reasonable parameters referring to the glass temperature $T_g = 61 \text{ K}$, the dynamic critical exponent $z\nu = 10.2$, and the relaxation time of an individual particle moment $\tau^* = 10^{-8}$ s, Figure 10(c). An Arrhenius ansatz, Figure 10(b), $\tau = \tau_0 \exp(KV/k_BT_m)$, also seems to fit with a reasonable anisotropy parameter $KV = 2.4 \times 10^{-20}$ J but yields an unreasonably small value of the inverse angular attempt frequency, $\tau_0 = 10^{-23}$ s, and can thus be excluded.

Nearly simultaneously with the first report on a SSG [88] another nanoparticulate peculiarity was reported by Kodama et al. [92], namely, the surface spin disorder in NiFe$_2$O$_4$ NPs. A model of the intrananoparticular magnetization involving ferrimagnetically aligned core spins and a spin-glass-like surface layer with a canted spin structure (Figure 11(a)) was proposed on the basis of anomalous magnetic low temperature properties and numerical calculations. Even since this pioneering and highly cited publication, the subject has been in the centre of attention [93]. Only recently important details of the surface spin dynamics in dilutely dispersed NiFe$_2$O$_4$ NPs were disclosed by Nadeem et al. [94]. They drew the attention to the core-shell structure, where the ferrimagnetic core is completely blocked at $T_g \approx 15 \text{ K}$ and the shell encounters a classic spin glass transition with aging, memory, and dynamic scaling effects.

Disorder and frustration, the classic ingredients of SG formation, are readily available at surfaces of ferrimagnetic (such as NiFe$_2$O$_4$) or antiferromagnetic particles (such as NiO [95]). Figure 11(b) shows its separate peak-like anomalies of the complex ac susceptibility, $\chi' - i\chi''$, at the blocking
Bostanjoglo and Roehkel [97]. Later Mørup observed it when studying superparamagnetic (SPM) state of MNPs, no collective interparticle order exists, while the intraparticle spin structure gives rise to individual net magnetic “supermoments” (“superspins” or “macrospins”). However, for increasing particle concentration the magnetic inter-particle interactions becomes nonnegligible and one may find a crossover from single-particle blocking to collective freezing. As described above for an intermediate strength of magnetic interactions, randomness of particle positions, and sufficiently narrow size distribution, one can observe a SSG state. With further increase of concentration, but prior to physical percolation, the probably oldest magnetic material in history, magnetite, $Fe_3O_4$, has recently disclosed a surface SG transition, whose frequency-dependent peak of the out-of-phase susceptibility $\chi''(T)$ has been located at $\approx 35$ K in NPs sized 40 nm [96].

### 7. Superferromagnetism

In the superparamagnetic (SPM) state of MNPs, no collective interparticle order exists, while the intraparticle spin structure gives rise to individual net magnetic “supermoments” (“superspins” or “macrospins”). However, for increasing particle concentration the magnetic inter-particle interactions become nonnegligible and one may find a crossover from single-particle blocking to collective freezing. As described above for an intermediate strength of magnetic interactions, randomness of particle positions, and sufficiently narrow size distribution, one can observe a SSG state. With further increase of concentration, but prior to physical percolation, the inter-particle interactions become stronger and finally can lead to a kind of FM domain state. FM-like correlations will arise between the “supermoments” of the nanoparticles in addition to those between the atomic moments within the particles. The FM state of nanoparticle ensembles might therefore be called “superferromagnetic” (SFM). Consequently, a SFM domain is defined like a FM domain, the only difference being that the atomic moments is replaced by the supermoments of the individual nanoparticles.

The term “superferromagnetism” was first introduced by Bostanjoglo and Roehkel [97]. Later Mørup observed it when studying microcrystalline goethite, $FeO(OH)$, by Mössbauer spectroscopy [98]. Afterwards, the same terminology has been used in different magnetic systems [99]. However, a SFM domain state has scarcely been evidenced up to now in nanoparticle systems. For example, Sankar et al. [100] have studied nonpercolated $CoSiO_2$ granular films and evidenced FM-like correlations between the nanoparticles by small-angle neutron scattering. In their case, the observed magnetic correlations were extracted from the ZFC state in zero magnetic field. That is why they attributed the FM correlations to magnetic interactions among the nanoparticles. On different concentrations of nanoparticles, they found that the FM correlations disappear for lower metallic volume fractions, that is, among others; for weaker dipolar interactions.

There has been indication or evidence for the existence of SFM domains observed by various experiments or experimental protocols such as dynamic hysteresis [101, 102], polarized neutron reflectometry [103], Cole-Cole diagrams [104, 105], and aging and memory effects [104]. However, real time imaging of SFM domains was only possible by Kerr microscopy and X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) [105]. Figures 12(a)–12(f) show LMOKE micrographs following the temporal evolution of the switching process at room temperature after saturating the negative magnetization (dark) and subsequently exposing the sample to a positive supercoercive field of $\mu_0H = 0.6$ mT. The first stripe-like domains with reversed magnetization (light) appear at time $t \approx 2$ s, as seen in Figure 12(a). In the next few seconds, they are observed to expand simultaneously sideways and along the easy (=field) direction, while further domains nucleate at other sample regions. These sideways sliding [102, 103] and nucleation processes continue under the same constant field, until all of the downmagnetization is reversed after 9 seconds. Systematic investigations have shown that the domain nucleation rate and the velocity of subsequent viscous slide motion of the walls can accurately be controlled by the magnitude of the external field [105].
8. Magnetic Core-Shell Nanoparticles

Core-shell magnetic nanoparticles have gained particular attention because of their physical and chemical properties that are strongly dependent on the structure of the core, shell, and interface. It is now known that the values of magnetic anisotropies in small particle exceed the corresponding bulk magnetocrystalline ones by orders of magnitude [106]. Another interest in magnetic core-shell nanoparticles arises because of the possibility to tune the surface strain anisotropy on the magnetic core through core/shell interface microstructure manipulation.

The subject of magnetic core-shell nanoparticles can be divided into three parts: (i) a magnetic core with nonmagnetic shell, (ii) a ferromagnetic core with ferromagnetic shell, and (iii) a ferromagnetic (FM) core with antiferromagnetic (AFM) shell or vice versa. So far, it has been successfully shown in recent years that a nonmagnetic coating can be used for magnetic core stabilization and surface functionalization for applications, for example, in biology [107, 108].

An AFM shell coated over a FM core leads to the so-called exchange bias effect. This effect is basically an interfacial undercompensation of spins, which may induce unidirectional anisotropy and is noticed as a shift of the hysteresis loop along the field axis depending on the history of the direction of the cooling field \( H_{FC} \). In the AFM/FM core-shell structure, the Curie temperature, \( T_{C} \), of the FM has to be higher than the Néel temperature \( (T_N) \) and the system has to be cooled from a starting temperature in between in the presence of an applied field \( H_{FC} \). It has been shown that exchange bias in core-shell magnetic particles provides a path for the improvement in the thermal stability of the core [109]. EB has been observed in nanoparticles for a variety of materials and morphologies, which can be divided in three categories [110]:

(i) single phase ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic oxides,

(ii) NPs deposited in AFM matrices,

(iii) NPs with core-shell structure.

It has also been shown that EB-like hysteresis shifts can be observed in FM nanoparticles, in which the surface behaves like a spin glass, which is formed due to finite-size and surface effects [111, 112] (see also Section 6). Exchange bias in core-shell NPs has been found in many types of systems, for example, in Co/CoO [109, 113], NiCo/NiCoO [114], Co/MnO [115], CoO/CoO/oxide [116], CoPt/CoO [117, 118], and so forth.

Exchange bias has been reported in unconventional AFM core with ferromagnetic shell, for example, in nanoparticles with MnO (core)/MnO (shell) [119]. Similar unconventional systems are ferrimagnetic CoFe2O4 (core)/antiferromagnetic Mn (shell), Fe3O4/Co nanocables [120], and so forth. For details of such exchange bias in core-shell magnetic nanoparticles, readers are referred to references [109, 112].

9. Applications of Magnetic Nanoparticles

The unique chance to control coercivity in magnetic materials has led to a number of significant technological applications, particularly in the field of information storage. Small magnetic particles are promising candidates for a further increase of the density of magnetic storage devices towards 100 Gbit/inch² up to a few Tbit/inch² [122]. Apart from data storage, there are potential other applications of
magnetic nanoparticles, for example, in ferrofluids, high-frequency electronics, high performance permanent magnets, and magnetic refrigerants. Magnetic particles are also potential candidates to be used in biology and medical applications such as drug-targeting, cancer therapy, lymph node imaging, or hyperthermia [10, 11, 123].

In recent years, researchers have tried to fabricate MNP based multifunctional nanostructures. There are basically two types of approaches: (i) molecular functionalization, which involves attaching the magnetic nanoparticles to antibodies, proteins and dyes, and so forth, and (ii) integration of MNPs with other functional nanoparticles, such as quantum dots or metallic nanoparticles [23]. For example, semiconducting chalcogenides have been grown by using magnetic nanoparticles as seeds. In this case, the final product is core-shell or heterodimer nanostructures with both magnetic and fluorescent properties. This leads to the demonstration of intracellular manipulation of nanoparticles and a promising candidate for dual-functional molecular imaging (i.e., combined MRI and fluorescence imaging). MNPs can be used as MRI contrast enhancement agents, since the signal of magnetic moments of protons around magnetic nanoparticles can be captured by resonant absorption [24]. These multifunctional MNPs could be used in biological

Figure 12: Longitudinal MOKE microscopy images of superferromagnetic $[\text{Co}_{80}\text{Fe}_{20}(1.3\text{ nm})/\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3(3\text{ nm})]_{10}$ taken at room temperature under supercoercive fields, $\mu_0H = 0.6$ mT, at $t = 2$ s (a), 3 s (b), 4 s (c), 5 s (d), 6 s (e), and 9 s (f). Reproduced with permission from Bedanta et al. [20] © 2010, IOP Publishing.
applications such as protein purification, bacteria detection, and toxin decorporation [23]. Figure 13 illustrates these two approaches for making multifunctional MNPs and their various biological applications.

In the last three decades, magnetic data storage has seen a linear rise in terms of storage capacity. The physics of magnetic nanostructures is at the heart of magnetic hard disk drive technology. In the future, it is very probable that areal densities will increase well beyond 1 Terabit/inch² by employing new technologies like bit patterned media (BPM) or heat assisted magnetic recording [122, 124].

Patterned magnetic nanostructures, such as two-dimensional dot-arrays have attracted the interest of researchers due to their potential applications such as magnetic information storage [125] or nonvolatile magnetic random access memory (MRAM) [126]. The demand for ultrahigh density magnetic storage devices drives the bit size into the nanometer scale. As the volume $V = \pi D^2 t/4$ (where $D$ and $t$ are the diameter and thickness, resp.) of the grains is reduced in the scaling process, the magnetization of the grains may become unstable due to thermal fluctuations, and data loss may occur [122]. As the physical size of the nanostructures in the patterned array decreases, loss of data due to the thermal instability (also known as “superparamagnetic (SPM) effect”) would become a very crucial issue [127]. Therefore, future data storage technology has to overcome the SPM effect. In this regard, the $L_{20}$-FePt alloy is one of the most promising materials for future ultrahigh density magnetic storage devices because it possesses a huge uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy ($K_u = 7 \times 10^7$ erg/cc) [128], which leads to a high thermal stability of magnetization.

Also the present longitudinal magnetic data storage media may be considered as a collection of independent particles because of their weak intergranular exchange coupling. However, as we have discussed in the superferromagnetic section (Section 7), strong intergranular interactions can drive the system to form long-range ordered SPM domains, which are clearly unsuitable for applications in data storage. Also the SPM alignment counteracts large tunneling magneto-resistance (TMR) values, so magnetic random access memory applications are not promising for SPM systems. However, SPM materials are soft magnetics, which make them nearly ideal materials for high permeability, low-loss materials for microelectronics, power management, and sensing devices designed for high frequencies.

In micromagnetic simulations, the system under study is considered in the “continuum approximation” [17]. Instead of assuming localized moments, the magnetization is rather described by a continuous vector field $\mathbf{M}(r)$. For the practical simulation, the system has to be subdivided into cells. The cell size should be smaller than the exchange length of the material. Typical cell sizes are in the order of a few nanometers. Before the start, a certain user-defined initial magnetization configuration is chosen. Then, during the run of the simulation, the magnetization of each cell is updated based on a physical model. For micromagnetic simulations, this is (in most cases) the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, which is an equation of motion of the magnetization vector in an effective field [130, 131]:

$$\frac{d\mathbf{M}_i}{dt} = -\gamma^\prime \mathbf{M}_i \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} - \frac{\alpha \gamma^\prime}{M_s} \mathbf{M}_i \times (\mathbf{M}_i \times \mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}}),$$

where $\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}} = \mathbf{H} + \mathbf{H}_{\text{demag}} + \mathbf{H}_K + \mathbf{H}_x + h(t)$ is the effective magnetic field with contributions from Zeeman, demagnetizing, anisotropy, exchange, and time-dependent magnetic fields and $\mathbf{M}_i$ is the magnetization of cell $i$, $\gamma^\prime = \gamma/(1 + \alpha^2)$, with $\gamma$ being the gyromagnetic ratio, $M_s$ is saturation of magnetization of the material under study and $\alpha$ the damping constant of the specific system. All energy contributions like Zeeman energy, anisotropy energy, and interactions act in the form of an effective field $\mathbf{H}_{\text{eff}}$ onto the magnetization vector [129]. Since micromagnetic simulations are explicitly referring to $T = 0$, they are usually employed to larger nanomagnets, where thermal fluctuations are less relevant to calculations of the ground state at low enough temperatures.

Contrastingly, if the temperature behavior of MNPs has to be calculated, Monte-Carlo simulations are used [130, 132, 133]. In this type of simulations, the system is considered in the model of localized moments. Hence, each moment is updated in the course of the simulation. The updating is based on Monte-Carlo techniques. The most popular approach is hereby the Metropolis algorithm [130], which calculates the statistical probability of a spin-flip or rotation based on the comparison of a random number with the Boltzmann factor. For the calculation of the Boltzmann factor, the Hamiltonian of the system needs to be known.

11. Magnetization Dynamics and LLG Modeling of Magnetic Nanoparticles

The quasistatic and ultrafast magnetic properties of magnetic nanostructures are different from their bulk counterparts. Magnetization dynamics of these systems strongly depends upon their magnetic ground states, which depend not only on their intrinsic material parameters such as exchange stiffness constant, saturation magnetization, and magnetocrystalline anisotropy but also on their physical structures as well as the external parameters such as the strength and orientation of the bias magnetic field. To study the quasistatic and ultrafast dynamic properties of nanomagnets, different kinds of sensitive characterization techniques have been developed in last few decades. Electron and force based
magnetic microscopy such as magnetic force microscopy (MFM), Lorentz force microscopy (LFM), photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM), spin polarized low energy electron microscopy (SPLEEM), scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), spin polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM), electron holography, and ballistic electron magnetic microscopy all provide excellent spatial resolution, but offer very poor or moderate temporal resolution.

Consequently, different kinds of techniques have emerged to investigate the fast magnetization dynamics of magnetic thin films and confined magnetic structures. Out of those techniques, ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and Brillouin light scattering (BLS) provide information on the dynamics in the frequency and wave-vector domain, respectively. Recent developments of spatially resolved FMR [134] and BLS [135] techniques have emerged as powerful tools to study the profiles of the dynamic modes in confined magnetic structures. The magnetoresistive method [136], X-ray microscopy [137], and pulse inductive magnetometry [138] also have the potential to emerge as powerful techniques. On the other hand the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect has emerged as one of the most powerful techniques to study the femto- and picosecond magnetization dynamics of magnetic nanostructures due to simultaneous spatio-temporal resolution. Here, we will review the time-resolved study of femto- and picosecond magnetization dynamics of magnetic nanostructures.

11.1. Background Theory. Magnetization dynamics can occur over a wide range of timescales. Laser induced ultrafast demagnetization occurs within a few hundreds of femtoseconds. The fast remagnetization time following the ultrafast demagnetization covers the time scale of 1–10 picoseconds. The precession of magnetization occurs within few picoseconds to few hundreds of picoseconds. The damping of magnetization precession occurs on sub-nanosecond to tens of nanoseconds time scales. The slowest process is the domain wall dynamics, which occurs between a few nanoseconds and microseconds.

The time evolution of magnetization under the application of a time-dependent magnetic field \( h(t) \) may be modeled by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation of motion [130, 131] given by (5).

Under the macrospin model and assuming a uniform ellipsoidal particle with demagnetizing tensor axes \( N_x, N_y, \) and \( N_z, (N_x + N_y + N_z) = 4\pi \), Kittel [13] derived the frequency for the uniform precessional mode, also known as ferromagnetic resonance mode as \( \omega_0 = \gamma (H + D k^2) \). If the system has two- and fourfold magnetic anisotropies given by the energies \( F_2 = -K_2 \sin \theta \cos \phi \) and \( F_4 = (K_4/4) \sin^4 \theta (3 + \cos 4\phi) \), the resonant frequencies will take forms as

\[
\omega_0 = \gamma \left[ H_x + \left( N_x - N_z + \frac{2K_2}{M_s} \cos 2\phi \right) M_z \right]
\times \left[ H_z + \left( N_x - N_z + \frac{2K_2}{M_s} \cos \phi \right) M_z \right]^{1/2},
\]

\[
\omega_m = \gamma \left[ H_x + \left( N_y - N_z - \frac{4K_4}{M_s} \cos 4\phi \right) M_z \right]
\times \left[ H_z + \left( N_x - N_z - \frac{K_4}{M_s} (3 + \cos 4\phi) \right) M_z \right]^{1/2}.
\]

These equations are valid for the case of vanishing wave-vector, \( k = 0 \). For finite wave-vector spin waves a dispersion of the spin wave frequencies with the wave-vector can be found. In the exchange dominated regime (very large \( k \)), \( \omega(k) \) is proportional to \( (1 - \cos ka) \) and in the long wavelength limit (\( ka < 1 \)), this becomes \( \omega(k) = \gamma (H + Dk^2) \), where

![Figure 13: Various potential applications of multifunctional magnetic nanoparticles in biology. Reproduced with permission from Gao et al. [24] © 2009, American Chemical Society.](image)
$D = 2A/M_s$ and $A$ is the exchange stiffness constant. The perpendicular standing spin wave (PSSW) mode observed in a thin film is an example of exchange spin wave. The spin wave propagates along the thickness of the film and reflects back to form a standing spin wave. The wave-vector is quantized for pinned or unpinned boundary condition. The wave-vector can have values $n\pi/d$, where $d$ is the film thickness and $n$ is a positive integer.

If an in-plane magnetic field is applied to an infinite ferromagnetic thin film, long wavelength spin waves ($\lambda \sim 1 \mu m$) dominated by dipolar interaction are observed. The dispersion relations of dipolar modes can be calculated numerically by solving the Landau-Lifshitz equation after considering Maxwell’s equations in the magnetostatic limit. The dispersion relation of dipole-exchange spin wave in an infinite ferromagnetic material can be written by the Herring-Kittel formula [139]:

$$\omega = \gamma \left[ \left( H + \frac{2A}{M_s} k^2 \right) \left( H + \frac{2A}{M_s} k^2 + 4\pi M_s \sin^2 \theta_k \right) \right]^{1/2},$$  

(7)

where $\theta_k$ is the angle between $k$ and $M_s$. Damon and Eshbach [140] first calculated the dispersion of dipolar modes for a thin magnetic film. They found two kinds of solutions: the surface or Damon-Eshbach (DE) and the volume mode. In general, when the surface mode propagates perpendicularly to the magnetization, it is called magnetostatic surface wave (MSSW) mode. Considering negligible anisotropy, the dispersion relation of MSSW mode is given by

$$\omega_{DE} = \gamma \left[ \left( H + 4\pi M_s \right) + (2\pi M_s)^2 \left( 1 - e^{-2k\lambda} \right) \right]^{1/2}.$$  

(8)

There is a manifold of volume or bulk modes. When the directions of $M$ and $k$ are identical and both lie in the plane of the film, the spin wave is called the backward volume magnetostatic mode (BWVMS). Considering negligible anisotropy the dispersion relation of lowest order BWVMS spin waves is given by

$$\left( \frac{\omega_p}{\gamma} \right)^2 = H \left[ H + 4\pi M_s \left( 1 - e^{-2k\lambda} \right) \right].$$  

(9)

The negative slope of the dispersion implies that the phase velocity and group velocity are in opposite directions. When the magnetization is along the normal to the film and propagation direction is in the plane of the film, a forward volume magnetostatic (FWVMS) mode is observed. The dispersion relation can be expressed after neglecting anisotropy as

$$\left( \frac{\omega_p}{\gamma} \right)^2 = \left( H - 4\pi M_s \right) \left[ H - 4\pi M_s \left( 1 - e^{-2k\lambda} \right) \right].$$  

(10)

In a confined magnetic structure spin waves can also be quantized in the plane of the film. If $w$ is the width of nanostructure, then the values of quantized wave-vector spin waves may be written as $k_n = 2\pi/nw = n\pi/w$. The nonuniform demagnetization field and the edge effect must be considered to calculate the confined spin wave modes. A convenient alternative to calculate the quantized spin waves is solving the Landau-Lifshitz equation (5) within the framework of micromagnetism.

### 11.2. Time-Resolved Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect Measurements

Time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements are based upon an optical pump-probe experiment. In its most general form, a laser pulse (typical pulse width of 100 fs) is divided into a strong pump beam and a weak probe beam by a beam splitter. The pump is used to excite the magnetization dynamics, while the probe is time-delayed with respect to the pump beam by an optical delay generator and is used to probe the dynamics in a noninvasive manner by measuring the magneto-optical Kerr (or Faraday) effect. Upon reflection (transmission) from the sample the plane polarized probe beam becomes elliptically polarized, where the rotation angle or ellipticity gives a measure of the magnetization state of the sample. In some cases, second harmonic MOKE [141] is also used, which is highly sensitive at the surface of thin film samples. The Kerr (Faraday) rotation/ellipticity is measured either using a photoelastic modulator and an analyzer or a balanced photodiode detector [142], both of which provide very sensitive detection of rotation and ellipticity, respectively, down to microdegrees. The time-delay between the pump and probe beams is scanned and the Kerr (Faraday) rotation/ellipticity is measured at each scan point to build the time evolution of magnetization after excitation by the pump pulse. The excitation can be electronic or purely optical. In 1991, Freeman et al. [143] reported the first time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurement of magnetization evolution and relaxation dynamics in pure and Tb doped EuS thin film. They used an optically triggered photoconductive switch [144] to generate a current pulse, which flows through a transmission line structure to produce a pulsed magnetic field. The pulsed magnetic field excites the dynamics and the corresponding relaxation is studied. Later in 1992 [145], they showed clear precessional dynamics in an yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film using the same technique. Using this technique, Elezzabi et al. [146] reported the direct measurement of conduction electron spin-lattice relaxation time $T1$ in gold film as $45 \pm 5$ ps suggesting that Matthiessen’s rule is not obeyed for conduction electron spin scattering. In the same year, Beaurepaire et al. [147] demonstrated subpicosecond demagnetization of metallic Ni film by direct excitation with a femtosecond laser pulse. The measurement also allowed to deduce electron and spin temperatures and gives a value to the electron-spin coupling constant. In 1997, the first time-resolved stroboscopic imaging of nonuniform precessional dynamics in a microscale permalloy dot was reported [148]. These works triggered a flurry of experimental and theoretical works in the investigation of optical and field pump induced spin and magnetization dynamics in magnetic thin films and patterned structures. Even though doubts were raised on whether the optically induced ultrafast magneto-optics in Ni is pure magnetism or optics [149], van Kampen et al. demonstrated an all-optical method to excite and detect coherent spin waves in magnetic materials in 2002 [150]. The approach is based upon the temperature dependence of the anisotropy, which allows one to use the heat from an absorbed laser pulse to generate a fast anisotropy field pulse, triggering a precession of magnetization.
11.3. Magnetization Dynamics of Nanomagnets. The initial works on the magnetization dynamics of nanomagnets have started to appear in early 2000 by FMR [151] and BLS techniques [152]. The first time-resolved measurement of precessional dynamics in nanomagnet arrays induced by magnetic field pulse was reported by Kruglyak et al. in 2005 [153], where they showed a size dependent variation of precession frequency and a cross-over to nonuniform precession as the size of the permalloy nanodisks is reduced to below 220 nm. These experiments were performed on arrays of nanomagnets, where the magnetostatic-interaction effects from the neighboring elements cannot be ignored. In 2006, Barman et al. [154] used a novel technique known as the time-resolved cavity enhanced MOKE to study the intrinsic femto- and picosecond dynamics of single cylindrical shaped Ni nanomagnets with diameter varying from 5 μm down to 125 nm. The idea was based upon enhancing the magneto-optical Kerr rotation by coating the nanomagnets with a dielectric enhancement layer. By properly choosing the thickness and material index of the dielectric layer, the Kerr signal reflected off the magnetic surface was enhanced by five times through constructive multiple reflections. A very interesting size dependence of precession frequency was observed due to the variation of magnetic ground states from in-plane multidomain to vortex and finally to out-of-plane magnetized quasisingle domain state (Figure 14). The damping also showed a strong size dependence with a transition to a small damping value at the nanoscale as opposed to a large value at micron and submicron scales [155]. Later, a dynamic configurational anisotropy was shown in arrays of 220 nm permalloy nanomagnets [156] originating from the variation of both the static and dynamic magnetization configuration and the associated dynamic effective magnetic field. In 2007, Laraoui et al. [157] presented ultrafast thermal switching, relaxation, and precession of individual CoPt3 nanodisks and permalloy microdisks with diameter down to 200 nm. A coherent thermal switching using 8 mJ/cm² pump pulses and a bi-exponential relaxation in CoPt3 was observed. A fast remagnetization (τ_{spin-lat} = 5.2 ps) is associated with the equilibrium between the spin and lattice, while the slow remagnetization (τ_{diff} = 530 ps) corresponds to the thermal diffusion to the surrounding of the disk deposited on a sapphire substrate. In 2008, Liu et al. [158] showed that the shape of the nanodisks significantly affects the vortex-to-quasisingle domain state transitions and the time-resolved magnetization dynamics showed different modal frequencies due to the transition between different domain states. They observed that this transition can also be spontaneously triggered, when the bias field is kept fixed at a critical field region and the disk is driven into dynamics. In 2008, Keatley et al. [159] showed that at large amplitude precession the edge mode can be suppressed and dynamics is dominated by the center mode, which is a useful result from the viewpoint of nanoscale spin transfer torque oscillators and bistable switching devices, where large amplitude dynamics happens.

11.4. Collective Magnonic Modes in Arrays of Nanomagnets. An array of dipolar coupled nanomagnets may show long wavelength collective dynamics, where the dynamics of the constituent nanomagnets maintain constant amplitude and phase relationships similar to the acoustic and optical modes of phonons. These long wavelength collective dynamics in the form of Bloch waves, defined in the Brillouin zone (BZ) of an artificial lattice, can be manipulated by tailoring the lattice to form magnonic crystals, the magnetic analogue of photonic and phononic crystals.

In 2010, Kruglyak et al. [160] reported the measurement and imaging of collective magnonic modes in arrays of $80 \times 40 \, \text{nm}^2$ Co$_{50}$Fe$_{50}$$(0.7 \, \text{nm})$/Ni$_{50}$Fe$_{8}$$(4 : 5 \, \text{nm})$ elements with 20 nm interdot separation. The pulsed field excited dynamics showed a broad single peak at higher bias field and splitting into three narrower peaks at smaller bias field values due to the appearance of the collective nonuniform precessional modes such as quasiuniform and backward volume-like and Damon-Eshbach-like modes. In 2011, Rana et al. [161] showed an all-optical excitation and detection of collective modes in arrays of 200 nm square dots with varying interdot separation (S) from 400 nm down to 50 nm. The dynamics showed a systematic transition from a strongly collective regime (S ≤ 75 nm) to a weakly collective regime (100 nm ≤ S ≤ 300 nm) to a completely isolated regime (S ≥ 400 nm). An anisotropy of the strongly collective mode (S = 50 nm) was observed when the orientation of the bias field is rotated with respect to the lattice symmetry [162]. In addition to a fourfold symmetry of the mode frequency, a transition from a strongly collective to an isolated regime was also observed as the bias field is rotated from 0 to 45° with respect to the symmetry axis. In 2011, Rana et al. [163] showed the detection of 50 nm permalloy dots in the single nanodot regime, where the dots are magnetostatically isolated (Figure 15). The dynamics of the isolated 50 nm permalloy dot is dominated by the edge mode, while the center mode becomes almost nonexistent. The damping of this mode is close to the thin film value. When these dots are arranged in arrays, the frequencies of the modes increase with the decrease in interdot separation primarily due to the quadrupolar interaction followed by a mode splitting, where a collective-like backward volume-like mode appears in addition to the coherent mode of the array. The damping also shows an increase with the decrease in interdot separation due to the dynamic dephasing of the dots predicted earlier in 2009 [164]. In 2013, Saha et al. [165] showed how the collective magnonic modes of a two-dimensional nanomagnetic lattice can be tuned by the lattice symmetry. The interdot magnetostatic interaction is tuned by varying the lattice symmetry, which results in new collective magnonic modes as the symmetry reduces from square to octagonal through rectangular, hexagonal, and honeycomb symmetry. Further works on nanodots with different shapes [166, 167] have shown various anisotropic spin waves, which can form building blocks for two-dimensional magnonic crystals.

The collective magnetization dynamics of arrays of magnetic nanodots is an important problem with future prospects of applications in on-chip microwave communication and spin-logic devices. Magnonic band formation, tunability of bandgaps, control on propagation velocity, anisotropy
Figure 14: Theoretical modeling of the diameter and bias-field dependence of experimentally obtained precession frequencies. (a) Experimentally obtained frequencies of the uniform precession modes from uncoated and 70 nm SiN-coated magnets as a function of magnet diameter (aspect ratio) at $H_{\text{bias}} = 1.68$ kOe. Solid line: calculated precession frequencies of single magnets from (1). The gray shaded region shows the possible range of precession frequencies in arrays of magnets separated by 56 nm. (b) Experimental (points) and calculated (curves) precession frequencies as a function of bias magnetic field ($H_{\text{bias}}$). (c) $M_z$ and contributions of different contributions to the effective magnetic field as a function of magnet diameter. Reproduced with permission from Barman et al. [154] © 2006, American Chemical Society.

12. Summary and Outlook

We have discussed various aspects concerning the research on MNPs and nanostructures. The research on synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles has made a significant progress in particular with chemical routes. By coating the MNPs with organic ligands, the agglomeration and oxidation issue can be taken care of easily. Lithography techniques have seen significant developments for making patterning of nanostructures and in particular of magnetic materials for future data storage. We have discussed that nanoparticle assemblies may show different magnetic states such as SPM, SSG, or SFM depending on the strength and symmetry of interparticle interactions. While the structural characterization of nanoparticle assemblies is usually performed in the spin wave propagation, and variation in Gilbert damping and extrinsic contributions to the damping are some of the important issues to be dealt with. Hence, more detailed understanding of the spin wave dynamics in magnetic nanodot arrays and possible control of above properties would open up exciting new prospects in these fields. On the other hand, further development of powerful techniques such as time-resolved near field MOKE and X-ray microscopy for studying magnetization dynamics with very high spatiotemporal resolution will enable the study of the intrinsic dynamics of smaller single nanomagnets as well as their dynamics under the magnetostatic interaction of the neighboring elements when placed in arrays of various lattice constants and lattice symmetries.
with transmission electron, scanning electron or atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and so forth, the magnetic states are characterized by different techniques such as SQUID magnetometry, ac susceptibility, Mössbauer or muon spectroscopy, neutron scattering, and magnetic force microscopy.

Still the field of magnetic nanoparticles has several open challenges, which should be addressed in the next couple of years.

(i) Study of the Curie temperature of nanomagnets.

(ii) Synthesis of monodisperse MNPs with well-controlled shape, size, and crystallinity.

(iii) Study of supracrystals in order to understand the origin of 3D ordering.

(iv) Study of SSG correlations.

(v) Study of SFM systems with different magnetic materials, particle sizes, and so forth.

(vi) Understanding the origin of superferromagnetism: can SFM be observed in a purely dipolarly coupled system?

(vii) Getting insight into the SFM domain wall picture: are they real and do they have finite width?

(viii) Understanding the dynamics of nanomagnets by spectroscopy and micromagnetic modeling going for applications in data storage and biology.
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